We analyzed data accumulated during 2005 and 2006 by the Taiwan-American Occultation Survey (TAOS) in order to detect short-period variable stars (periods of 1 hr) such as δ Scuti. TAOS is designed for the detection of stellar occultation by small-size Kuiper Belt Objects and is operating four 50 cm telescopes at an effective cadence of 5 Hz. The four telescopes simultaneously monitor the same patch of the sky in order to reduce false positives. To detect short-period variables, we used the fast Fourier transform algorithm (FFT) in as much as the data points in TAOS light curves are evenly spaced. Using FFT, we found 41 short-period variables with amplitudes smaller than a few hundredths of a magnitude and periods of about an hour, which suggest that they are low-amplitude δ Scuti stars. The light curves of TAOS δ Scuti stars are accessible online at the Time Series Center Web site (http://timemachine.iic.harvard.edu).
INTRODUCTION
δ Scuti stars (hereinafter, δ Sct stars) are pulsating variables inside the classical instability strip and on or close to the main sequence. They are typically placed lower on the instability strip than RR Lyrae stars or Cepheids and thus they are fainter than RR Lyrae stars or Cepheids. Their spectral types are between A and late F. Their periods are between ∼0.02 days and ∼0.25 days, which is relatively shorter than other types of variables (e.g., γ Dor; Henry et al. 2001) . Based on these characteristics, δ Sct stars can be separated from other types of variable stars such as RR Lyrae, β Cepheid, γ Dor, etc. (Breger 2000a) .
The majority of the δ Sct stars are low-amplitude δ Sct stars (LADS) with amplitudes from a millimagnitude to a few tens of a millimagnitude. LADS are mainly non-radial p-mode pulsators (Breger 2000a) . Another subgroup of δ Sct stars is the highamplitude δ Sct stars (HADS), whose amplitudes are bigger than ∼0.3 mag. HADS are radial pulsators (Breger 2000a; Rodríguez et al. 1996) . In addition to LADS and HADS, there is another interesting type of pulsation star called SX Phe variable stars, which exhibits a type of pulsation similar to the δ Sct stars. They are relatively old and evolved Population II stars, whereas most of the δ Sct stars are Population I stars. Stellar evolutionary theory is not yet successful at explaining these SX Phe variable stars . Most of the SX Phe show similar properties with HADS such as high amplitude and short period. More detailed review of δ Sct stars is presented in Breger (2000a, and references therein) .
Because of their great number of radial and non-radial modes, it is known that δ Sct stars are suitable for asteroseismology research, which enables study of stellar interior structures (Brown & Gilliland 1994) . For a better understanding of pulsating δ Sct stars and thus stellar structure, several authors studied δ Sct stars and detected their multiple frequencies of pulsation using either ground-based observations or space-based observations (Breger et al. 2002 (Breger et al. , 2005 Ripepi et al. 2003; Buzasi et al. 2005; Bruntt et al. 2007; Pribulla et al. 2008 ). Due to the better photometric precision, space-based observation data show better results on the analysis of multiple frequencies than ground-based observation data (Bruntt et al. 2007; Pribulla et al. 2008) . However, some authors have pointed out that ground-based observations using multiple-site telescopes are still valuable because, with a baseline longer than space-based observations, they are useful for detecting long-period pulsation (for more details, see Breger et al. 2005; Bruntt et al. 2007 , and references therein). Moreover, by parameterizing the amplitude ratio and the phase differences in different filters (e.g., ubvy), it is possible to derive the spherical harmonic degree, l (Garrido et al. 1990; Balona & Evers 1999; Moya et al. 2004) , which is an important parameter for the asteroseismology studies. Therefore, ground-based telescopes that are more feasible for multiple-site and multiple-filter observations (e.g., Delta Scuti Network, Zima et al. 2002) are nonetheless useful for the Vol. 139 identification of pulsation modes and thus for the study of interior structures.
Another interesting feature of δ Sct stars is that some of them show period and amplitude variations (Breger & Pamyatnykh 1998; Breger 2000b; Arentoft et al. 2001) . The period variation (1/P ) dP/dt, based on observations, is about 10 −7 per year for both period increases and decreases with equal distribution. On the other hand, theoretical models give 10 times smaller period variation than observed; they also predict that period increases should be dominant over period decreases (Breger & Pamyatnykh 1998) . Amplitude variations and timescales of the variations are different from star to star, ranging from a few millimagnitudes to several tens of millimagnitudes and from a few tens of days to a few hundreds of days (Arentoft et al. 2001) . These period and amplitude variations are thought to be caused not by evolutionary effects but by some other mechanism (e.g., light-time effect because of the orbital motion in binaries or nonlinear mode interactions). However, the true origin of the variations is still unknown. For more details, see Breger & Pamyatnykh (1998) and references therein. McNamara et al. (2007) investigated HADS in the Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC) and their period-luminosity (P-L) relation to test if they can be used as the standard distance candles. They found that the distance modulus for LMC derived using δ Sct stars is consistent with the distance moduli for LMC derived using RR Lyrae and Cepheids, which implies the P-L relation of δ Sct stars can help to determine distances of longdistance objects such as objects in the LMC.
In this paper, we present the detection of 41 δ Sct candidate stars from the Taiwan-American Occultation Survey (TAOS) data accumulated during 2005 and 2006 observation (hereinafter, TAOS δ Sct stars). Among the 41 detections, there is one previously known "suspected variable" star, NSV 3816, from the Suspected Variable Stars and Supplement (Samus et al. 2009 , no period or type is provided in that catalog). The rest of the 40 TAOS δ Sct stars are newly detected by this study. Only 14 of the detected TAOS δ Sct stars have spectral types. Twelve of those have spectral types from A to F, which are typical for δ Sct stars. The remaining two have B8 and G5 spectral types, which are peculiar spectral types. Using spectroscopic instruments-BOES (Kim et al. 2007 ) and FAST (Fabricant et al. 1998 )-we obtained spectra for those two stars. As a result we found that the B8 star is an A5 star and the G5 star is an F0 star. Even though the rest of the detected stars do not have spectral-type information, their low amplitudes, short periods, and morphologies of light curves strongly suggest that they are LADS.
In Section 2, we present a TAOS overview, data reduction processes, and the detection algorithm we used to detect δ Sct stars in TAOS two-year data. We provide a list of the detected TAOS δ Sct stars and their physical parameters (e.g., magnitude, period, amplitude, spectral type, etc.) in Section 3. In Section 4, we present summaries.
TAOS δ Sct STARS

TAOS Overview
TAOS aims to detect stellar occultations caused by smallsized Kuiper Belt Objects (KBOs) at a distance of Neptune's orbit or beyond (Alcock et al. 2003; Chen et al. 2007; Lehner et al. 2009 ). Because of the short duration (<1 s) and the rareness of occultation events, TAOS monitors several hundreds of stars in a wide field of view (3 deg 2 ) with a high sampling rate. To reduce false positives, TAOS uses four 50 cm telescopes which simultaneously monitor the same patch of the sky. Due to the high sampling rate, TAOS data are also useful for detecting short-period variable stars such as δ Sct stars. Moreover, TAOS telescopes keep monitoring the same field up to 1.5 hr and can thus obtain full-phase light curves of variable stars whose periods are shorter than 1.5 hr. To detect such short-period variable stars, we analyzed TAOS data accumulated during 2005 and 2006 . The data set consists of 117 TAOS observation fields, which cover 351 deg 2 of the sky. It consists of ∼200 runs, where a run is a set of multiple (two or three 14 ) telescope observations for a given field and a given date. Note that the TAOS telescopes occasionally visit the same observation field multiple times according to the telescopes' observation schedules, which enables detecting the same variable stars multiple times. In such a case, we are able to derive multiple frequencies of the stars as explained in Section 3.1.
Data Reduction
To detect periodic signals, we analyzed the light curves generated by the TAOS photometry pipeline (Zhang et al. 2009 ). The pipeline was developed by the collaboration to extract light curves of each star from zipper images. The zipper images are generated by the unique telescope operation mode called zipper mode which was developed in order to achieve highspeed photometry (Lehner et al. 2009 ).
After obtaining the light curves using the TAOS photometry pipeline, we applied further cuts to the light curves. Some of the individual measurements are flagged as invalid. This happens when the star moves out of the field of view because of temporary telescope vibrations or tracking error, thus yielding no photometrical measurements. We therefore applied a B-spline (de Boor 1978) and replaced the flagged measurements with values interpolated from the spline fit. After the interpolation process, in order to increase the signal-to-noise ratio (S/N), we binned each light curve using a fifty-point window (10 s). During the binning process, we used the average time of the 50 data points as the time of the binned data.
We then removed the systematic variations that are common across light curves of the same run. Such systematic variations, which we call trends, could be caused by air mass, temporary telescope vibrations, noise in CCD images, etc. To remove such trends, we applied the Photometric DeTrending algorithm (PDT, Kim et al. 2009 ) to each individual run. PDT first calculates the correlation between whole light curves as a measure of similarity between light curves. PDT then uses the hierarchical clustering algorithm (Jain et al. 1999 ) to group similar light curves together and determines one master trend per group by summing weighted light curves in the group. Using the determined master trends, PDT finally removes trends from each individual light curve by minimizing the residual between the master trends and the light curve. For more details about PDT, see Kim et al. (2009) . Figure 1 shows an example of a TAOS δ Sct star's light curve before and after the detrending process. The x-axis is time in minutes, and the y-axis is flux. As the figure shows, periodic signals are clearly recovered after detrending. We show the errors for each photometric measurement before detrending, propagated from the errors estimated by the TAOS photometry pipeline (Zhang et al. 2009 ). 
Detection of Short-period Variable Stars
After we finished the preprocessing, explained in the previous section, we applied the fast Fourier transform algorithm (FFT; Brigham 1974 ) to each light curve in order to detect periodic signals. Note that the individual measurements of TAOS light curves are evenly spaced with a 5 Hz sampling rate. 15 Thus FFT is appropriate for the detection of periodic signals. We focused on the detection of short-period variable stars whose periods are 1.5 hr because TAOS monitors a given field for a maximum of 1.5 hr.
We describe the basic steps of the detection process below.
1. We apply FFT to each detrended light curve and derive the power spectrum of the light curve. We then examine if there exists a frequency (or frequencies) whose power is bigger than five times the standard deviation of powers of the background frequencies. The standard deviation of powers is calculated after removing outliers using 3σ clipping. 16 We identify the star as a variable candidate if there is a frequency higher than five times the standard deviation. 2. For each candidate variable, we check if the periodic signal is detected on the other telescopes' light curves of the same run. If it is not detected by the other telescopes, we remove the star from the candidate list. 3. We visually inspect all raw zipper images for the candidates and remove false positives caused by moving asteroids, photometry defects, or other contamination due to various noise sources. For instance, the flux of stars in the neighborhood of fast-moving objects could be increased and decreased within an hour, which resembles periodic signals. 4. We cross-match all of the candidates with SIMBAD (Wenger et al. 2000) and remove the false positives that are confirmed to be other types of variable stars (e.g., eclipsing binary stars).
15 Binned light curves are evenly spaced as well. 16 Those outliers are only removed for the calculation of the standard deviation. They are included in the search of periodic signals.
5. Finally, we remove the variable stars whose periods are longer than 1.5 hr.
DETECTION RESULTS
With the detection algorithm described in the previous section, we found 41 δ Sct candidate stars whose periods are shorter than 1.5 hr and whose amplitudes are within a few hundredth of a magnitude (hereinafter, TAOS δ Sct stars). Among those 41 TAOS δ Sct stars, one of them is a previously suspected variable star, NSV 3816, from the Suspected Variable stars and Supplement (Samus et al. 2009 ). However, the period and amplitude of NSV 3816 have never been published before. The remaining 40 TAOS δ Sct stars are newly detected by this study.
After the TAOS δ Sct stars were identified, we extracted the physical parameters of each star by cross-matching them with various astronomical catalogs. We show catalogs we used in Table 1 . We found that 12 of the detected 41 TAOS δ Sct stars have spectral types from A0 to F5, which are typical spectral types for δ Sct stars. Unfortunately, the rest of them, except for two peculiar δ Sct stars-discussed in Section 3.3-do not have spectral information. Nevertheless, their short period and low amplitude strongly suggest that they are LADS rather than other types of variables, such as RR Lyrae or Cepheids, whose periods and amplitudes are relatively longer and larger than those of δ Sct stars.
As a byproduct of our analysis, we detected a previously known variable star with δ Sct pulsation, GM Leo, which is actually a λ Bootis star (Handler et al. 2000) . Some λ Bootis stars show δ Sct pulsations (Paunzen 2004 ) and can have spectral types from late B to early F, which makes it difficult to distinguish them from δ Sct stars. In such cases, there are no clear differences between δ Sct stars and λ Bootis stars except the metal abundance (Balona 2004) ; λ Bootis stars show weak metal lines such as the Mg ii λ4481 line (Paunzen 2004) .
We also checked several preexisting catalogs of δ Sct stars to see if there are previously known δ Sct stars in the TAOS observation fields. Table 2 shows the preexisting catalogs we checked. As a result of this search, we found only one previously known δ Sct pulsation star to be in the TAOS observation fields. That turns out to be GM Leo, which, as mentioned above, we successfully detected. Although GCVS classified GM Leo as δ Sct star based on the work by Handler et al. (2000) , Handler et al. (2000) in their paper claimed GM Leo is not a δ Sct star but a λ Bootis star. Thus we removed GM Leo from our detection list. Table 3 shows the 41 TAOS δ Sct stars' physical information such as positions, magnitudes, frequencies, amplitudes, spectral types, etc.
List of the Detected 41 δ Sct Stars
We used the FFT algorithm to detect periodic signals; however, we used PERIOD04 to derive their physical parameters such as period and amplitude.
17 This is because PERIOD04 improves the frequency by fitting the light curve with a combination of sine curves. Moreover PERIOD04 also provides errors for the derived frequencies. Figure 2 shows a comparison result of power spectra derived from an FFT method and PERIOD04 for a single TAOS δ Sct star. The x-axis is frequency in counts/day and the y-axis is scaled power. The solid line is Comparison result of the power spectrum derived from an FFT method and from PERIOD04. The x-axis is frequency in counts/day and the y-axis is scaled power. The solid line is the power spectrum derived from an FFT method, and the dashed line is the power spectrum derived from PERIOD04. The two spectra appear almost identical. a power spectrum derived from an FFT method, and the dashed line is a power spectrum derived from PERIOD04. As the figure shows, the two spectra are almost consistent.
As we mentioned in the previous section, TAOS operates multiple telescopes simultaneously monitoring the same patch of the sky. Thus we have a maximum of three simultaneous light curves for all TAOS δ Sct stars for a given zipper run. To derive more precise frequencies and amplitudes, for each identified δ Sct star we summed the light curves from each of the telescopes. Moreover, the TAOS telescopes occasionally visit same fields multiple times. In such cases, we merge all corresponding normalized light curves 18 of each identified δ Sct star into a single but longer light curve. Having longer light curves we were able to extract multiple frequencies using PERIOD04. Among the extracted frequencies, we selected the frequencies whose S/N is bigger than 5. The S/N of each frequency was calculated using PERIOD04 as well.
19 As a result, we found 16 TAOS δ Sct stars having multiple frequencies (see Table 3 ). Note that we did not attempt to extract multiple frequencies if the star is detected only once (i.e., detected in only a single zipper run). It is also worth mentioning that we lose detectability on relatively long-period pulsations because we normalized the light curves while merging them.
All detected δ Sct stars are relatively bright as shown in the table (the faintest star's m V is around 12). This is because the limiting magnitude of TAOS zipper mode is relatively bright at ∼13.5 (Lehner et al. 2009 ) and also because high S/N is needed to detect low-amplitude variations of a few millimagnitudes. To find m V , m B , and spectral types, we used Centre de Données astronomiques de Strasbourg (CDS) Web service (Genova et al. 2000) .
In Table 3 , we also provide the number of the total observations (i.e., the number of the total zipper runs) and the number of identifications by the FFT analysis for each TAOS δ Sct star. Since the TAOS telescopes observe same fields multiple times, we have multiple light curves for stars in the fields. Note that we applied the FFT algorithm to each light curve to detect periodic signals. Nevertheless, as the table shows, not every light curve of the TAOS δ Sct stars was confirmed to have periodic signals. This is mainly because of the poor quality of some of the light curves caused by trends and noise (i.e., unstable weather, telescope vibration, etc.). Although we removed most of the trends using PDT, it is nearly impossible to recover the intrinsic periodic signal of a few millimagnitudes in the presence of large systematic errors.
Spectral Windows and Power Spectra of TAOS δ Sct Stars
In Figure 3 , we show an example of a spectral window of a single zipper run. Since the observational times are almost equally spaced, peaks with regular intervals (two times the Nyquist frequency) are present in the spectral window (Deeming 1975) . The Nyquist frequency is 4320 Hz since the gap between each consecutive binned data is 10 s.
Figures 4-6 show the spectral windows along with the power spectra of three TAOS δ Sct stars. Stars included in these figures are 020.00141 (Figure 4) , 121.00043 ( Figure 5) , and 054.00014 (Figure 6 ), respectively. The top panels in each figure show the spectral windows, and the bottom panels (and the middle panel in Figure 6 ) show the power spectra of the stars. Dashed lines indicate the detected frequencies. Note that we improved the detected frequencies by fitting a combination of sine waves using PERIOD04. Thus the improved frequencies could be slightly shifted from the original peaks in the power spectra (e.g., see the bottom left panel in Figure 4 ) after the fitting.
As Table 3 shows, the star with ID 020.00141 was identified only once and is relatively fainter (m V = 11.40) than other TAOS δ Sct stars. Its amplitude is one of the smallest amplitudes and its detected frequency S/N is the lowest among TAOS δ Sct stars. Thus the power spectrum of this star represents one of the "worst-case scenarios." We detected one single frequency for this star. The star with ID 121.00043 was identified three times and is relatively bright (m V = 9.13). The spectral window and the power spectrum of the star could represent a "moderatelevel scenario." We detected one frequency for this star. Finally, the star with ID 054.00014 was identified nine times and is relatively bright (m V = 9.50). Thus its spectral window and power spectrum represent one of the "best-case scenarios." Using PERIOD04, we detected three frequencies for this star. As can be seen from the figures, there are no significant peaks in the spectral windows at the detected frequencies.
Spectroscopy of Two Peculiar Spectral Type δ Sct Stars
As we mentioned in the previous section, we found two peculiar spectral-type δ Sct stars which have B8 and G5 spectral types. These are the bluest and reddest spectral types of δ Sct stars ever detected. The spectral type of the B8 star was extracted from the Henry Draper Catalogue and Extension (HD; Cannon & Pickering 1993) . Unfortunately, we could not find any spectroscopic literature for the G5 star so we suspect that the Figure 6 . Spectral window and the power spectrum of the star ID 054.00014. We detected three frequencies (dashed lines) using PERIOD04. The top panel shows the spectral window. The middle panel shows the first two frequencies. The bottom panel is the power spectrum after whitening the two frequencies. In the top panel, we magnified the spectral window to clearly show the detected frequencies.
spectral type is most likely derived from its color information. The spectral type of the G5 star was extracted from SIMBAD. To confirm their spectral types, we observed the two stars with spectroscopic instruments.
For the B8 star, we used the BOES 20 of the 1.8 m telescope at the Bohyunsan Optical Astronomy Observatory (BOAO), South Korea (Kim et al. 2007 ). We used IRAF (Tody 1986 (Tody , 1993 for the reduction of the obtained spectroscopic data. Figure 7 shows the normalized spectrum of the B8 candidate star. We indicate several important spectral lines in the figure. As the figure shows, the Ca ii K line is very strong which is typical for A-type stars (Gray & Garrison 1987) . B-type stars do not show such a strong 20 BoaO Echelle Spectrograph.
Ca ii K line. The spectrum also shows weak metallic lines (e.g., Ca i and Mg ii lines) which are usually presented in A-type stars. Based on the strength of the Ca ii K line, hydrogen lines, and metallic lines, the star is likely an A5-type star although the classification of sub-class is rather uncertain due to the low S/N of the spectrum.
In addition, to observe the G5 star, we used the FAST instrument mounted at the Fred Lawrence Whipple Observatory (FLWO) 1.5 m telescope, Mount Hopkins in Arizona (Fabricant et al. 1998) . After comparing the observed data with standard spectral libraries (Pickles 1998) , we found that the spectral type of the star is not a G5 but an F0. Therefore, the star is likely a typical δ Sct star.
SUMMARY
We analyzed the TAOS two-year data accumulated during 2005 and 2006 observations in order to find short-period variables. Using the TAOS photometry pipeline, we created photometric light curves. We removed systematic trends commonly appeared in the light curves using PDT. To detect periodic signals in the detrended light curves, we applied the FFT to each light curve. FFT is a simple but powerful algorithm for detection of periodic signals when data points are evenly spaced. We then chose light curves which possess a frequency (or frequencies) whose power is five times larger than the standard deviation of powers of all background frequencies in the power spectrum derived using FFT. We visually checked the light curves and raw images of all candidates to remove false positives caused by moving asteroids, photometry defects, etc. We also removed candidates which were detected by only one of the three telescopes. All remaining 41 variable candidates have periods about an hour and amplitudes less than a few hundredth of a magnitude, which strongly suggests that they are LADS.
We cross-matched the detected δ Sct candidate stars with many astronomical catalogs to extract additional information (e.g., magnitude, spectral type, variability type, etc.). As a result, we found that 14 stars have spectral types from A to F, which Figure 7 . Normalized spectrum of the B8 candidate star. There are strong Ca ii K line and weak metallic lines, which is typical for A-type stars. The star is likely an A5-type star rather than a B8-type star.
